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Planting Strategy 


	4.1.1 A grass and wildflower mix is proposed for under the panels, which will include harrowing existing grassland for sowing with a native, species rich seed mix of wildflower and grasses to benefit invertebrates and birds.
	4.1.2  It is recommended that the species chosen for this mix be specifically found in the area, thus contributing to the biodiversity of the landscape character of the site and the wider valley. Significant biodiversity benefits for both flora and fa...
	4.1.3 This meadow habitat will benefit invertebrates such as bees and butterflies, and some ground nesting bird species.  Biodiversity will be improved through provision of a varied structure of vegetation. This benefit to invertebrates is also realis...
	4.2 Boundaries
	4.2.1 The relevant landscape guidelines for the character type recommend:
	 expanding and improving habitat connectivity of green infrastructure;
	 creating, managing and restoring field boundaries;
	 improving the condition of hedgerows;
	 planting of woodland in the countryside between conurbations.
	4.2.2 Accordingly, planting is recommended as follows. New hedgerows for
	 the open southern section of the eastern field boundary along Carriage Drive from the woodland in the northeast corner, around France Hill Farm to the  southeast corner;
	 the southwest boundary;
	 the upper part of the western boundary from the northern corner of the stream, where it turns towards the northwest, to the northwest corner of the site (joining the wooded boundary of the properties to the immediate north of the site);
	 the south side of Carriage Drive to the north of the site extending from the site access eastwards to the small woodland immediately to the northeast of the site.
	4.2.3 For the southern part of the western boundary from the southwest corner, along the length of the stream, a 5m wide belt of hedgerow trees and shrubs is proposed; following the stream as it returns towards the northwest as in-fill planting.
	4.2.4 In-fill planting of hedgerow trees and shrubs along Rochdale Road East to the north of Ryecroft Farm to the wooded boundary of the properties to the north of the site.
	4.2.5 Infill hedgerow planting for the northern boundary along the existing hedgerow.
	4.2.6 It is recommended that hedgerows be allowed to grow to 3m winter height to provide further screening and greater wildlife value.
	4.2.7 Native climbers are recommended to be grown on each of the boundary fences, for more immediate screening and biodiversity benefit.



